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1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of state has played a fundamental role in modern systems theory 
both from a theoretical point of view and for the solution of problems in filtering, 
estimation, and optimal control. The first study of state for abstract input- 
output operators on Resolution Space was made by Saeks [7]. There most of the 
basic ideas for the construction of a state representation for Hilbert space 
operators were introduced. However, despite the fact that a Hilbert space 
structure was used, most of the notions were algebraic and had no topological 
meaning. Also, the relationship between the state space and the space of state 
trajectories was not clear. 
These problems were noticed by two authors, Schnure [9] and Steinberger 
[IO]. Both attempted to rigorize the theory of Saeks by introducing topological 
content into Saeks’ ideas. The work presented here, while owing a debt to both 
these authors, leans much more heavily on that of Schnurc. One basic difference 
between the notions of state of Schnure on the one hand and of Saeks 
and Steinberger on the other hand is that for time-varying systems, for Schnure 
the state space varies with time while for Saeks and Steinberger it is fixed. We 
adopt the approach of Schnure, This allows us to construct the space of state 
trajectories using the notion of a direct integral of Hilbert spaces due to von 
Neumann. As is expected, the space of state trajectories for an infinite time 
system will turn out to be an extended space [13, I l] of some Hilbert space. The 
Hilbert space will be precisely the direct integral integral of the state spaces. 
A fairly complete state space theory is presented here including a state space 
isomorphism theorem and a realization theorem and the existence of a family of 
transition operators. 
In the last part of the paper we consider the time-invar-iant case and show the 
connection between the state space theory considered here and the theory of 
C, semigroups. 
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A portion of the results in this paper appeared in the unpublished thesis of 
W. Schnure. 
Qne last remark is necessary. We consider here only stable (bounded) 
input-output operators. An important family of operators to which these 
results should be extendable in a natural way is the family of operators which are 
stable on finite intervals. We hope that this extension will be considered in the 
near future. 
2. RESOLUTION SPACE PRELIMINARIES 
Let Z be a complex Hilbert space. Let G be a family of orthogonal projections 
on ;/e such that: 
(i) & is totally ordered; i.e., if PI , P, E G then P, < P, or P, < PI ~ 
(ii) For any subfamily F of 8, 
(){P:Peg} and V(P:PEF) 
are in 8. 
(iii) 0, 1 E 8. 
‘I‘he pair (Z, 8) is called a Hilbert Resolution Space. 
An element of&? will be denoted by Pt, where t belongs to some appropriate 
index set (usually some subset of Ii) d enoted by r. I - Pi will be denoted by 
P, Intuitively, Pt is the projection on the past and P, on the future. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A bounded linear operator T on (~4?> &) is causal if, for alI 
I E r, PtT = PtTPt, or equivalently, TP, = P,TP, . 
A detailed account of causality theory for such operators is given in [6]. 
3. STATE DECOMPOSITIOSS 
From this point onward Twill be a bounded linear causal operator on (Z, &“) 
unless stated otherwise. 
DEFINITIOK 3.1. A state decomposition for T is a family of tripies 
((St, t/q, Xt): t E r>, where, for each t: 
(1) St is a Hilbert space, 
(2) &: Z? -+ St is bounded linear and satisfies #* = &Pi, 
(3) X,: St -+ 2 is bounded linear and satisfies X, = P,X,, 
(4) PtTPt = X& . 
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Intuitively, at time t, S, is the state space, $$ is the input to state operator, 
and X, is the state to free response operator. Condition (4) implies that a state at 
time t determines the response of the system to a zero input after t. 
Does Definition 3.1 fit the acceptible notion of state ? Note that 
P,T = P,T(Pt + Pt) 
= PtTPt f PtTPt 
= Xt$t -I- PtTP, . 
Thus for any input u E 2, the state &u and the future input P,u determine the 
future output P,Tu. This fits the conceptual notion of state: the state at time t 
and the input after t completely determine the output after t. 
EXAMPLES 3.2. (a) Every operator has a trivial state decomposition 
((2, Pi, P,T): t s r>. However, in general, this decomposition does not give us 
very much information. 
(b) Our next example shows that our notion of state is consistent with 
that usually given for systems determined by a vector differential equation. 
Given 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
y(t) = Cx(t), 
where u and y are m-dimensional and x is n-dimensional. The matrices A, B, and 
C have appropriate order. Also, let A be stable. Then given an initial value 0 at 
-*, 
y(t) = c ya eA(t-~)Bu(T) dr 
defines a causal bounded linear operator T on P(---co, co; Cm). For 
t e (-co, a) define 
*tu = J-1 eA(t-T)Bu(T) d7. 
Then &: Z2( - co, 00; Cm) -+ Cn and let X,: Cfl + LP(- co, 00; Cm) be defined 
by 
(X,x) (7) = Ce-T)X(t), 7 >, t, 
zzz 0, 7 < t. 
Then {(P, &, XJ: t E R} is a state decomposition for T. 
(c) The above examples are straightforward. Now we present a non- 
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trivial example. Let A? = P(0, co), the Hilbert space of square dumnzable 
complex sequences. We take the standard resolution space structure on %. 
Instead of giving T we will give a formula for P,TP for n = 0, 1, 2,.... This is 
all that is necessary for determining a state representation. While in general 
giving (Pn TP” : a = 0, l,.*,} does not always determine a causal bounded linear 
operator, this will in fact be the case for the example presented here. This will be 
discussed later in detail. 
Let (e,)g=:=, denote the standard orthonormal basis on J?; i.e., eT1 has 1 in the 
(a ~-+ 1) coordinate and zero in all other coordinates. Define P,TP by 
n 
P,TP”U = C (% %> %+l)-ti ” 
i=O 
This determines a causal bounded linear operator T. We find a state decomposi- 
tion for T as follows: 
(i) for n = 0, I,... define 
(ii) XT1: Cn+l --f 2 is defined by 
We show that i;(C’Lri, 4,) XR): n = 0, 1, 2 ,... 1 is a state decomposition for T. 
Clearly P,TPn = X,z,L, for all n, and X, , $, are bounded linear operators. Also 
#,Pn = z+& and P,X% = X, . This completes the example. 
Remmk 3.3. (1) ( ) c is strongly related to the dyadic representation of an 
operator [S, p. 1861 and was studied in detail by Schnure [9]. He used it to 
solve a problem in system identification. 
(2) It is noteworthy that in (b) the state space is fixed for all t and in (c) 
the state space changes with time. This is not a coincidence but will depend on 
the fact that (b) is time invariant and (c) is time varying. 
4. CONTROLLABILITY AND OIXERXIAI~IIXY 
DEFINITION 4.1. fI state decomposition ((5’ t , ‘r t , &): t E T) is controiiabie .i 
at time t if $+%F’ is dense in S, . 
Looking at Example 3.2(b) th is means that it: ZF-+- G” is onto; i.e., tha: 
every state is obtainable by an appropriate input. This, of course, is just the 
standard notion of controllability. 
It is obvious that Example 3.2(c) is controllable. 
409/74/I-I?. 
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Intuitively, a system is observable at time t if knowledge of both the input u 
and the output y on [t, co) is sufficient to uniquely determine the state at time t. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A state decomposition is observable at t if X, is one to one. 
Does this definition fulfill the conceptual requirements? Suppose Ptu and 
P,Tu are given. By linearity, we will assume Ptu = P,Tu = 0. Then X&u = 
P,TPk = P,T[u - Pp] = P,Tu - P,TP,u = 0. Since X, is one to one, 
&u = 0. Thus Pp and P,Tu determine &u uniquely. 
Again, Example 3.2(b) reduces to the standard notion of observability. 
This notion of observability, while sufficient for finite-dimensional state space 
theory, is not strong enough to give a complete infinite-dimensional theory. In 
particular, to obtain a state space isomorphism theorem this notion must be 
strengthened. (See [I, Chap. 31.) 
DEFINITION 4.3. A state decomposition is exactly observable at t if there 
exists E > 0 such that for all f E S, , 
Clearly, exact observability implies observability but not vice versa. Before 
we consider an example we want to extend the above ideas to general concepts of 
controllability and observability independent of time. 
DEFINITION 4.4. A state decomposition is completely controllable if it is 
controllable for all t E 7 and completely observable if it is exactly observable for 
all t E r. A completely controllable, completely observable state decomposition 
will be called minimal. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. We return to Example 3.2(c). Recall that for (xi)~~,, E Clz+l, 
Then 
II ~~(~~i>Zo>i12 = 11 i wh+l)+i I2 = f I xi I” 
i=O i=O 
= llc%x=o /12. 
Thus the state decomposition is completely observable. It was seen before that 
it is also completely controllable and thus it is minimal. 
A simple test for checking minimality is given in the next result [7, 91. 
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THEQREM 4.6. Let {(St, &,Xt): t E r} b e a state decom~~s~~ion j%r T. Th 
&pZZ:~ 
it is completely controllable if and only if, for aM t E T, $& is positive 
c- 
(ii) it is completely observable if and only iI, for all t E r, XrX, is positive 
definite. 
Proof. (i) If q& is controilable then R(&) is dense. Then $7 is one to one 
and therefore if x # 0 
whi.ch shows that z,&@ is positive definite. A similar argument proves (ii). 
Remark 4.7. It is worth noting that the dual concept for exact observability 
is that R(#,) is not onIy dense but is in fact closed. This is much more than is 
needed as the next result shows. The examples of Crockett and Fuhrmann [l] 
have shown that even for time invariant systems to obtain a state space isomor- 
phism theorem for infinite-dimensional systems one must strengthen some 
hypothesis. Yamamoto has shown [12] that strengthening the observability 
hypothesis suffices. This is the approach we take here. The next result was 
proved in an algebraic sense by Saeks [7]. The I-lilbert space version is due to 
Schnure [9]. 
~'HEOKEM 4.8. Suppose 2” is a bounded linear operator on (S, 8) and 
((S,$, y&$, XAi): t E T, i = 1,2) aye minimal state decompositions for- T. Thepl there 
exists a family o;f bounded linear operators (K,: t E r> J~om S,l to St2 such that 
(a) Ktl exists and is bounded, 
(b) $t2 = K&r, X,Z = X,1K;l for all t E r. 
Proof. Fix t E r. If x E R(#,l) th en x = *& for some u E Z?. Define 
Then M, is well defined for if 
then X,~@U, = X#J&, and therefore 
P,TPtul = P,TPtu, (/ 
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Note that R(&) = I?(#). Clearly I?(&.$) C R(&“). If x E I?(@) then x = &% 
for some u E 2. Thus x = K,#$u by the definition of Kt . 
I& is easily seen to be linear and 
Up to this point Kt has only been defined on a dense linear manifold in S,l. 
We show that Kt is bounded and then we can extend Kt continuously to all of 
S,1. 
So let x E R(#J,~) and E< > 0 be such that I/ X& jj > ci ljfi jj forf, E S,i. Then 
Xt2K,x = X,rx and 
~2 II Ktx II ,< II Xt2Ktx II = Ii -&lx II < II Xtl II il x II . 
Thus 
This shows that I& is bounded. Extend it continuously to all of S,r. 
It remains to be shown that Kt is invertible. Note that 
II X,z /I II Ktx II 2 /I X,2&x II = I! X,lx II 2 ~1 II x I/ . 
Thus 
Since Kt is bounded below and has dense range, it follows that KC is invertible 
with bounded inverse K;l. This completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 4.9. Two state decompositions ((St, Q, X,i): t E I’}, i = 1, 2, 
are isomorphic if there exists a family {I(t: t E r> of bounded invertible operators 
from St1 to St2 such that Q/Q” = K&l, Xt2 = XtlKtl for all t E I’. 
Thus Theorem 4.8 states that two minimal state decompositions for the 
same operator are isomorphic. This raises the obvious question. Do all operators 
have minimal state decompositions and if so how are they constructed ? Both of 
these questions are answered by the next result. The ideas are not new. We use 
the notion of Nerode equivalence introduced by Kalman [2]. The paper of 
Kamen [3] should also be mentioned in this respect. A special case of this 
result was proven by Steinberger [lo]. Th e p roof given here is due to Schnure [9]. 
This actually preceded [lo]. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let T be a bounded linear operator on (ti, 6). Then there 
exists. a minimal state decomposition fop T. 
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Prooj tl;e will construct the decomposition using Nerode equivalence. For 
tixed t E F, define a relation on Pt& as follows: 
if x,yEPtz then x - ‘9 
if and only if P,TP”x = P,TPiy. 
It is easy to see that this defines an equivalence relation on Pi&‘. Denote the 
equivalence class containing x t Pt# by [xJt and let 
St = ([xlt: x E Ptz). 
Addition and scalar multiplication are defined on .$ as follovvs: 
ix -/- y]t = [x]t 7- [yJt ) 
44 = [@4t. 
Lt is easy to check that these operations are well defined and that with these 
operations, S, is a vector space over C. 
We define an inner product on 9, as follows: 
That ( , )t is an inner product is e asily checked. Lzt S, be the completion of 3, . 
Now define it: 2 + S, as follows: On P,Z define & to be zero. On Pz?, 
c/qP?x) = [PCY], . 
Xt is defined by 
X,[x], = PJPtx for [3z] E 5, . 
M:e show that Xt is bounded and then extend is continuously to S, 
Thus A’, is in fact an isometry from s, to ~‘8’. It follows that Xt is also bounded 
below. 
i\ow & is bounded for 
It is now easy to complete the verification that {(St , 4,) ,Xt): t E P) is i~ 
minimal state decomposition for 7’. 
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Remark 4.11. The observability obtained is much stronger than complete 
observability. This is described in the next definition. 
DEFINITION 4.12. The state decomposition {(S, , I,!+ , X,): t E r} is uni- 
formly observable if there exists E > 0 such that 
for all f E St for all t. 
Thus the observability obtained above is uniform. This will be important 
when we discuss stability. 
5. TRANSITION OPERATORS 
We now look at the behavior of the state for an operator T. We will discuss 
how a given state reacts first to a zero input and then to a nonzero input. The 
next result was proven in an algebraic form by Saeks [7]. The continuity was 
added by Schnure [9]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose there exists a minimalstate decomposition {(S, , $rt , X,): 
t E r> fey T. Then for all t, 7 E r with t 3 7, there exists a bounded linear operator 
such that 
qt, r): s, -+ s, 
(i) -WP = &@(t, T) & = Pt-Gb, , 
(ii) @(t, t) = I, 
(iii) if 7 < s < t, then @(t, T) = @(t, s) @(s, 7). 
Proof. If x = #7~ E S, , define 
qt, T) x = 7/tP%. 
Then @(t, 7): R(&) ---f S, is well defined for if ur , uB E X and 
then P,&,&, = PJ&.L, and thus P,P,TP%, = P,P,TP7uz . Since 7 < t, 
we have PtP, = Pt and P7 = PtPr. Thus PtTPtPru, = PtTPtPru, or 
&,&P~u, = X&Pruz . Since .Xt is 1-l we obtain that &P7u1 = &P7uz and thus 
@ is well defined. 
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@ is clearly linear. Also 
which gives (i). 
CD is bounded. For if x E R(&), then X@(t, r) x = P$&.x. By hypothesis on 
X, there exists E > 0 such that 
Since @(t, T) is bounded on a dense subset we extend it cos,tinuously to ail ot 
ST 
To prove (ii) note that for t = 7, 
Since X5 is one to one we have that 
Since & has dense range, it follows that @(t, t) = 1. 
For (iii) observe that 
The argument of the previous paragraph shows that @(t, T) = @(t, s) @(s, r>. 
This completes the proof. 
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Remark 5.2. The statement of Theorem 5.1 is equivalent to the fact that the 
following diagram commutes. 
6. THE SPACE OF STATE TRAJECTORIES 
Let ((A’, , 4, , X,): t E I’} be a minimal state decomposition for T. In this 
section we describe the space 9’ of state trajectories for T. We do this in terms 
of the notion of a direct integral of Hilbert spaces, an idea that has had con- 
siderable importance in the study of operator algebras [4, S]. We describe this 
notion briefly. The interested reader is referred to [4, 81. 
Up to this point we have assumed that the time set .F is a totally ordered set, 
usually some subset of R. We now assume that I’C [0, ok) and that p is a 
a-finite, positive Bore1 measure on I’. Let 9 be the linear space of all vector- 
valued functions t(t) on .F with E(t) E St . 
DEFINITION 6.1. (S,: t E T> is a measurable family if there exists a countable 
family Cl, , n = 1,2, 3,...} in fl satisfying 
1. t---t (lJt>, &(t)) is p-measurable, m, n = 1,2,..., where for each t 
the inner product is understood to be in S, . 
2. (E,(t) 1 n = 1, 2,...) is dense in S, for ,U almost all t E I’. 
By the isomorphism theorem we may as well assume that {(A’, & , X,): t E r> 
has the form described in Theorem 4.10. 
LEMMA 6.2. (S,: t E I’} is a measurable family. 
Proof. Let (e,. n = 1,2,...} be an orthonormal basis for A@. We must verify 
that 
(i) the mapping t--t ([e& , [e,]J which is just t--f (PtTPte, , P,TP$e,) 
is measurable, 
(ii) the set ([e&: n = 1, 2,...) is dense in S, . 
Condition (i) follows from the fact that the mappings t+ Pt , t -+ Pt are 
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strongly continuous as mappings from r to B(Z). For (ii) note that (Fe,) is 
dense in PtS for if x E PtX such that (Fe, , X) = 9 for ali n, then (e, , X) = 9 
for all n and therefore x = 9. Also since & has dense range, if y E S, such that 
([e,& , y) = 0 for all n, then 
Since $7 is one to one, this implies y = 0 and the proof is complete. 
DEFINITION 6.3. A linear subspace V of F is measurable if: 
(i) For 01, $ E vi, 
t + (4th P(t)) 
is measurable. 
(ii) There exists a countable family {a,: i == I, a,,~.> in ii such that 
{q(t): i = I, 2,...) is d ense in St for almost all t E F. 
The set {q: i = 1, 2,...) is called JundumentaZ in V. 
‘The set of all measurable linear subspaces in ,F is partially ordered by inclu- 
sion. This set is not empty since a linear subspace generated by (ej: i = I, Z,...) 
is measurable. Thus by Zorn’s Iemma there exists such a maximal subspace V3. 
Let M(I’, cd) be the linear space of all p-measurable compIex-saiued functions 
on I’. If Yis measurable then the linear subspace generated by {f. ~:JE M(PI, p), 
a E VI is also measurable. Since V, is maximal, it follows that it is invariant under 
multiplication by IW(r, p). 
Let (q i i = I, 2,...) be a fundamental family in V0 . By using the Gram- 
Schmidt process one can define a countable family {yri: i = I, 2,...j in r/6 such 
that (ri(t): i = 1, II,...> is a compiete orthonormal system of St a.e. 
Now let 9 = {o! E V,: !I! o((t)lle &(t) < +a>. It is easily checked that Y 
is a Hilbert space with inner product defined by 
.Y is called the direct integral of {S,: t E r> and is denoted by l S, &(t). It is not 
bard to see that Y is independent of the choice of T/, [g]. A useful fact about Y 
is the following: 
PROPOSITION 6.4 [8]. The linear subspace generated by (L”(I’, p) yi: i = 
I, 2,...} is dense in Y. 
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9 has a natural inherited resolution space structure. Define pt on Y by 
(b) (4 = Y(T), 7 < t, 
= 0, r > t. 
Then ptY is the direct integral of {S 7: 7 < t>. This leads immediately to the 
notion of the extended direct integral space Ye . 
S$ = (at E S: Pa: e 9 for all t < o3}. 
We are now ready to define the family of state trajectories for T. 
DEFINITION 6.5. The family Y of state trajectories for T is {x(t) = &u: 
UEP). 
THEOREM 6.6. F C Ye. 
Proof. First we show that Y is a measurable linear subspace of 9. It is clear 
that for U, v E S, the mapping 
is measurable. Thus we must verify that there exists a countable family 
(ai: i = 1, 2,...) in Y such that {ai( . i = 1,2,...) is dense in S, for almost all 
t E I’. But since {(S, , #t , X,): t E r> is completely controllable, I?(#,) is dense for 
all t. Thus if {uJ is any orthonormal basis in L%?, {xi(t) = &ui) is easily seen to be 
dense in S, for any t. 
Since 9 is measurable, it is contained in some maximal measurable subspace 
TO by Zorn’s lemma. As has been pointed out 9 is independent of the choice 
of 5s . 




t (P,TPru, P,TPw) dp(r) 
< II T !I2 II u /I2 I” 447) < ~0. 
This completes the proof. 
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Once the correct Hilbert space was identified, Theorem 5.5 is not at all 
surprising. In fact this is what happens for the classical system 
f = Ax + Bu. 
If u is chosen to be in P[O, a), then the state trajectories x(t) are usually in 
L,“[O, co). If A is stable then X(L) EL~[O, co). 
However the state trajectories are always bounded. 
Tri~0REti1 6.7. supter\i x(t)11 < co. 
F’rooJ Suppose not. Then there exists a sequence (ti) E r such that 
hi jj X(t,)li = 03. 
But 
/I X(ti)l12 = I/ Pt,TPi”u (12 
< /j Tij2 i/ u ji2 < 03~ 
We wili. see later then in fact x(t) -+ 0 in the strong sense (though not uni- 
formly). 
EXAMPLE 6.8, Up to this point the discussion of the state trajectory space 
has been quite abstract. Now we will construct a specific example. We will use 
the state decomposition described in Example 3.2(c). Here Z = E2(0, CO), 
[e,]zzO is the standard orthogonal basis, S,n = C’@l, #n(~) = ((u, e&!J, and 
X,&K=, = CL wh+l)+i . Here r is (0) uZ+ and p is counting measure on F. 
Then Y = jr S, dp( u is described as follows: Every element in 9 is repre- ) 
sentable in the form of an array 
where 
(i) for each I, aid = 0 for i > j, 
(ii) x:iJ& / aij I2 < co. 
Thus if we look at the arrays as infinite matrices, then 9 is the space of Lower 
triangular Hilbert-Schmidt operators on Z2(0, m). It is of interest to point out 
that this is the family of causal Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 9? is just the family 
of all lower triangular infinite matrices. 
Since X(X) = &(zc) = ((u, ei)}yz=, , a simple computation shows that 
iI P”x(.)“~ = n )/ u \I2 < co for finite n. Thus x(.) s Ye . 
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7. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN T AND THE STATE 
In this section we are concerned with the recovery of the input-outpnt 
operator from the state decomposition. In the classical theory this involves 
solving a differential equation by means of an integral which involves the tran- 
sition family of the state decomposition. Our approach here is similar though the 
integrals we use are Gohberg-Rrein operator integrals. These ideas first appeared 
in [7] and then in [9, lo]. 
Let (S, , 1+4$ , X,): t E P> be a minimal state decomposition for T and @(t, T) 
the associated transition operator. Fix u E 2 and x(.) E 5 and let B be a 
partition of &. Consider the sum 
If y E x such that for any E > 0 there exists a partition 9 such that for any 
refinement B’ of .Y 
iy- ‘f AP,X 
i=l 
then we say the integral m 1 dPX,x(t) exists and equals y. 
At this point we need the notion of strict causality. If X is a causal operator on 
(Z’, 8’) and B = (0 < Ph < ... < Pin = I) is any partition on%, then 
T = f 5PiTPti-1 $ f OP,XAP, . 
i=l i=l 
T is strongly strictly causal if xFz, AP,XAP, + 0 strongly when the limit is 
taken over all partitions. 
For the rest of this section we will assume that T is strongly strictly causal. 
Note that 
= i APiPti_lTPti-~u 
i=l 
= f 5PiTPti-4. 
i=l 
Since X is strongly, strictly causal, the right side converges when the limit is 
taken all partitions. Thus llz s dPX,x(t) exists for all x(.) E Y. 
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Consider rhe mappings F: X -+ 9, ad G: ;V, --t .T defined by 
p-4 (t) = IC’t% 
G(x(-)) = !’ dPX,x(t), 
where it is understood that S(G) are those e~e~~llts of ye for Which the iPltegl:d: 
converges. 
Until this point we have considered memoryless operators on a single space. 
However we can extend this notion in the following way. 
DEFIX'ITIOIS 7.1. If T is a linear operator from (*,8) to (2,8) ?’ is 
memoryless if for each t E r, 
PtT = TPt. 
The notion of memorylessness is defined in the obvious way on an extended 
Kilbert space. These remarks allow us to prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. The mapping G: Ye - 2F is memoryless. 
Prooj. If x(.) E 9(G), then 
pt j dPX,X(T) = P Ii&R g AP,Xt,~l”(ti--,) 
2=1 
Then there exists some j such that ljMl < t < tj 1 Thus 
ptp 
t,-1 
= pt I pri-I I i <j, 
= 0, i >i, 
and 
Api(pi - Pit-l) = Ap, , ‘,’ T L , j - r , 
= pt _ ptj-I 1 1--j- 1. 
Thus we obtain 
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On the other hand it is obvious that 
G&x(-) = m St dPX,x(?-) 
and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 7.3. If T is strongly strictly causal then T = GF, 
Proof. If u E z?, then 
GFu = m dPX&u 
s 
=m(s-j”dPTPt)u=T. 
Remark 7.4. (a) Corollary 7.3 says that if T is strongly strictly causal, then 
it can be factored through the space of state trajectories in a way such that all the 
dynamics are contained in the input to state trajectory map. 
This is parallel to what happens in the classical situation where the state is 
defined by a differential equation 
z+(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
y(t) = Cx(t). 
The mapping G defined above thus plays the role of the “C operator” in this 
theory. This was first noticed by Saeks [7] and then later in [lo]. 
(b) Corollary 7.3 also tells us how to recover T from the state decomposi- 
tion when T is strongly strictly causal. We will now deal with the general case. 
It is clear that in the general case T is not determined uniquely by its state 
decomposition since adding a memoryless operator to T will not change its 
state decomposition. 
DEFINITION 7.5. Let PJ’ be a partition of 8. An operator T is precausal with 
respect to 9’ if PtdT = PtiTPt* for 1 < i < n. 
We denote the precausal operator with respect to a partition 9 by -9% and 
note that 9% is a weakly closed algebra of operators. 
Then if T is a causal operator and ((S, , & , X,): t E I’) is a minimal state 
decomposition for T then: 
(i) PtXt = Xt , z,btPt = z,P and PtXt&Pt = X& . 
(ii) For any partition B of 8, 
(iii) There exists a transition family with the appropriate properties. 
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THEOREEM 7.6. Given ((S, , Z/Q , X,): t E T} which sati$es (i), (ii), (iii), the3v 
exists a causal T such that ((S, , $Q , X,): t E r} is a state aeco~pos~t~on~o~ T. 
Proof. Let 9 be a partition of G and define 
Then T, is precausal for 
since PV,, z-1 -Oforj<i- l,Pti-lP,j=Qfori- 1 <j. 
Let 9 denote the class of all partitions 8. Then 9- is partially ordered by 
inclusion and for each .P E &9, 
by (ii). The operators (Tp: P E *“I> thus form a directed net in the set {T E G9(&‘): 
/j T I/ < M) which is compact in the weak operator topology. Thus the net has a 
weak limit-point T ~a(%), 11 T // < K. 
We show T is causal. For any partitions PI 2 8, , .Pr% C Pa%? and thus 
Tg, EP~(~?. Since Pa’%? is weakly closed, T ~9~59. Thus T E fle+,B? = V. 
It remains to be shown that ((22, , z,Lt , X,): t E r> is a state decomposition for 
T, i.e., that P,TPt = X,#, . 
By the construction of T it follows that for any x, y E B and E > 0 there 
exists a partition 9 such that 
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This completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 7.7. We turn again to our “canonical” example introduced in 
Example 3.2(c). It is easily seen that it satisfies the conditions of Theorem 7.6 
and is therefore a state decomposition for some causal system. 
Remark 7.8. Suppose Tr and T2 are causal operators with the same state 
decomposition. Then Tl - Tz is memoryless for 
P,T,Pt = PtT,Pt for all t E r. 
Thus P,(T, - T2) Pt = 0. By causality, Pt(Tl - T,) P, = 0. These together 
imply that Pt(T, - T2) = (Tl - T,) Pt f or all t. Thus although T produced in 
Theorem 7.6 is not unique, it is unique up to a memoryless operator. 
To complete this section and the general theory we present an integral 
formula for the state trajectory in terms of the transition family. 
Fix t E I’ and let 9 be a partition of P&. Consider sums of the form 
which defines a vector in St . 
If x E St with the property that for any E > 0 there exists a partition .P of 
P’b such that for any refinement 9 C9, 
then we say x(t) = s” @(t, T) #7 dPu. 
The next result is due to Saeks [7]. 
THEOREM 7.9. Let ((St, & , X,): t E r> b e a minimal state decomposition fog 
T. Then fey any input u E & and t > s E r, 
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Pmj-. Let B = (P" = PO < Ptl < "' < P i* = Pf be a partition of [s, 11. 
If u E A?, then 
u = P,u + Pk 
= P,u + -fl AP,u + I%& 
Then 
Note that this is independent of the partition. Thus, taking the limit in the 
strong operator topology gives 
x(t) = s - rt @(t, T) C/J, dPu $ @(t, to)’ x(t,). 
“S 
8. TIME IXVARIANT SYSTEMS 
Up to this point we have made no distinction bet-ween time-variant and time- 
invariant systems and in fact have considered examples of both to illustrate our 
theory. Now we specialize our results to the time-invariant case. We assume that 
I’ is an additive subgroup of R with identity 0. 
DEFINITION 8.1. A family of operators 1 *‘t: ‘0 t E r) is a strongly continuous 
group on (Z, 8) if 
(i) Ut7.JS = U t,.s for all S, t E T’, 
(ii) U, = I, 
(iii) the mapping t---f 77, is strongly continuous with respect to the 
induced R topology on I’. 
s+0gi74! I - ! 3 
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DEFINITION 8.2. Let (Z, G) be a resolution space. If there exists a strongly 
continuous group U = {U,: t E r) of unitary operators such that for all s, t E r, 
u,ps = pt+s(J t 
then (Z, 6, fE) is called a uniform resolution space. 
The following easily verified relationship will be used. 
LEMMA 8.3. If (H, 8, %) is a uniform resolution space, then for all s, t E r, 
(i) lJRt = PQ”lJ, , 
(ii) PtlJS = USPt+, 
(iii) U,P, = Pt,,US , 
(iv) PtU, = lJ,P,-, . 
We will sometimes consider the part of the resolution space obtained by 
restricting ourselves to POZ. r, will denote the positive semigroup of I’. 
DEFINITION 8.4. The family of bounded linear operators {V,: t E I’,> on Z 
is a semigroup if 
(i) for all t, s E r, , V,V, = Vt+s , 
(ii) VO = I. 
LEMMA 8.5. If (A?, 8, a) is a uniform resolution space, then {Vt = P,,U,P,: 
t > O> is a strongly continuous semigroup on PO%. 
Proof. Strong continuity is immediate. Clearly V, = P,lJ,P, = P, which 
is the identity on POZ. 
For the semigroup property note that since 
we have UtP, = POUtP, . Thus 
PJY,P,U~P, = P$zJJJ,P, = PJJS,tP, = v,,, . 
This allows us to show that in fact a uniform resolution space is just a familiar 
object. We assume r’= R. 
DEFINITION 8.6. A subspace A C A? is outgoing for (U,: t E R) if 
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LEMN~A 8.7. The s&pace POX is outgoing for (U,: t E R). 
Proof. Condition (i) was shown in Lemma 8.5. For (ii), (iii), note that 
U,P,P = PtUt% = P,S and 
/o (I’,&‘: t E R} = (O}, v(P,A?:rER+29. 
This completes the proof. 
The following result is classica 1 [I 1. 
THEOREM 8.8. Let .Af’ be a?z outgoing subspace for the strongly continuous group 
1% of unitary operators on z?. Then there exists a Nilbert space .K such that J% 
is unitarily equivalent to the group of translations on L*(-- m, 30; N) de$ned by 
(Utf) (4 =f(x - t). 
Thus the notation of a uniform resolution space, while seemingly quite 
general, is actually quite concrete. This, however, will not play any role in our 
analysis. 
DEFINITION 8.9. An operator T on (2, 8, %!) is time invariant if U,T = 
TUt for all t E JY 
We want to consider state decompositions for time-invariant operators. It is 
natural to expect to obtain in this case a single state space (see Example 3.2(b)). 
Using the construction in Theorem 4.10, there is a natural way to do this. 
Consider the mappings &, , X,, and the Hilbert space S, defined in Theorem 4.2. 
Let & = z&U-, and X, = U,X, for all t t r. Then Schnure has proved the 
following result [9]. 
THEOREM 8.10. If T is time invariant then {(S, , z,!+ , ,I&): t c I’} is a rG&zal 
state decomposition for T. 
Proof. We beg in by showing that z,Lt = &Pt and P,X, = X, . 
sjtpt = &J.-tPt = ~OPou-; = &K, = $, . 
Also 




x& = UtX&,Uu_, = U,P,TPW-, 
= PJJ,TU-tPt = PtTPt 
by time invariance. 
It remains to show complete controllability and observability. 
Since &,: Z + SO has dense range by construction and U-, is unitary, 
which gives controllability for each t. 
For observability, note that if x E E,, , then 
II 4% I/ = !i Ut&X II = II X0X II = II 3 II 
for all x E S, . This completes the proof. 
Remark 8.11. Suppose ((5’; , #i , Xi): t E r} is another minimal state decom- 
position for T. By Theorem 4.8 there exists a family {K,: t E r> of bounded 
invertible operators from SO to S; such that for each t, K& = Q& and X,K, = 
X$ . This can be rewritten as 
?G = &wL > 
x; = U,X,K,‘, 
and thus 
PtTPt = Xi+; , 
= utG/v-t , 
= u,x&fJp-, . 
This motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION 8.12. A state decomposition {(S, , & , X,): t E r) is time 
invariant if for all t E r, 
This raises the question: Given an operator T with a minimal state decomposi- 
tion which is time invariant, is T time invariant? This is equivalent to the 
question: Does the fact that U, intertwines P,TP” and PoTPO imply that U, 
and T commute ? At first glance there is no reason to assume that this is the 
case. A slight restriction on T allows a positive answer. (See [9] for a slightly 
different approach.) 
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3bl 
Proof. Fix t E I’ and E > 8 and suppose u E S. By strong strict causaiity 
there exists a partition 
.gG+)<pt~< .“ <pLq 
such that 
and 
;j (T - i APiTPti-lj Up I/ < E/Z 
// i=l 
for any refinement P’ of 9’. 
Consider the refinement P’ obtained from (.PL) and {C@T~) and reindex this 
to get 
gp’ = (0 ( p”1 ( . . . ( p”z,,-1 _ 1). 
Then 
2n--I 2/I-l 
1 APiTP”97, = c APi?gi-lTPSi--lt~t 
a=1 i=l 
en-1 
= u, c (PQ+t - PS’-?+t) xSi--iity~Si--lit 
i=l 
zn-1 
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Thus 
= /j iTUt - ‘EIAP,TP%j u /; 
i=l 
+ Ii ] f/T, ‘El (ps+ - ,si-l+t) TP%I+~ _ li,T/ u I/ . 
61 
Choose .@ to be a refinement of the two partitions used above. This will also 
be a refinement of the original. Thus 
II(TU, - U,T) u Ij < 42 + 42 = E. 
Since E and u were arbitrary, the proof is complete. 
Remark 8.14. From now on we will denote a minimal state decomposition 
for a time-invariant operator by {(S, #, , X,): t E I’}, where S = S, , & = 
*ou-t > and X, = U,X, . 
We now turn to the family of transition operators. 
THEOREM 8.15. Suppose {(S, $Q , X,): t E R) is the minimal state decomposition 
for the time-invariant operator T and suppose (@(t, r)} is the transition family for 
this state decomposition. Then there exists a strongly continuou contraction semi- 
group (T(t): t > O> on S such that for all t > 7 E R, 
T(t - T) = @(t, 7). 
Proof. If t > 0, define 
T(t) = @(t, 0). 
Then T(0) = @(O, 0) = I. Also for t > 7 
@fi(t, +A = APT 
= $&JLPT 
= +t-iPou-, 
= qt - 7,O) u-, 
= T(t - T) & . 
Since G7 has dense range, @(t, T) = T(t - T) on all of S by continuity. 
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which gives the semigroup property. 
To show strong continuity, it suffices to show strong continuity at 0. Also, 
since I?(#,) is dense, it is enough to show that lim,,, ‘1 T(t) x - x/j = 0 for 
x E 92(&J. Then 
iI T(t) x - 36 )! = i( @(t, 0) X - @(Q, 0) X 1, 
= 11 qt, 0) l&d - qo, 0) #$d ;i 
= Il(vwO - #oP”) 2.4 II 
= jl #,(U-, - I) P”u ;I 
= ‘I$0 jJ I/( U-t - I) P”U jj 
and (l’(t): t 3 O> is strongly continuous since @ is. 
It remains to be shown that T(t) is a contraction for t 3 0. By the properties 
of @(t, T), X,?‘(t) = P,X, for all t 3 0. Since X, = U,X, this gives Ts,X,T(t) = 
P,X, . Also, by construction X0 is an isometry. Thus for x E S, 
and therefore 
Thus 
/I UtXJ(t)II = il T(t) X I 
j U,X,T(t)j; = ‘1 T(t)11. 
and the proof is complete. 
@OROLLARY 8.16. Under the above hypothesis, jot- any u E S? and t > 0, 
Rema.rk 8.17. (a) It is clear that a similar analysis can be made for I’ = Z. 
Then of course {T(t)) will be a discrete semigroup. 
(b) It is clear that in this case the space of state trajectories will. beLe2(f; s), 
which corresponds to the classical theory. 
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9. PROBLEMS 
In this section we state a number of problems for future consideration in the 
state space formalism given in this paper. Some have been alluded to in the body 
of the paper. 
(1) The theory presented here has assumed that the input-output is 
stable (bounded). Can the theory be extended to cover the unstable case? A 
direction that should not be too difficult is the case where PtTPt is bounded for 
all finite t. 
(2) We have not discussed controllability and observability for systems 
built by parallel and series connection. Given systems Tl , T, with state decom- 
positions W,l, *tl, %)I, Wt2, #t2, -GY, we form the series and parallel con- 
nections as follows. For series the input-output operator is TIT, . It is easy to 
see that the state decomposition for TIT, is 
The parallel connection gives input-output operator T, + T, and the state 
decomposition is 
Suppose the state decompositions of Tl and T, are minimal. Under what condi- 
tions do the series and parallel connections preserve this minimality ? 
(3) ln Theorem 6.6 it was shown that the family F of state trajectories 
for T is a measurable linear subspace and is in Ye the extended direct integral 
space. Is 7 a maximal measurable linear subspace? A positive answer would 
imply that 5 in fact generates S$ and there is no “smaller” space that can be 
chosen to include the family of state trajectories. 
(4) Probably the most unsatisfactory result in this paper is Theorem 7.9, 
that gives x(t) as an integral involving the transition family: 
assuming x(0) = 0. 
The reason that this is unsatisfactory is that all the dynamics are not contained 
in the transition family but appear in the & term as well. The classical formula 
x(t) = Jt qt, 7) B(7) U(7) d7 
0 
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isolates all the dynamics in @(t, T). We have not been able to obtain such a 
formula here. We suggest that the type of integral to use is the integral used in 
the state trajectory space Y and that one look at @(t, T) as an operator on 9. 
(5) We have not examined problems of stability of solutions. The frame- 
work we have discussed should allow a complete discussion of classiczl stability 
problems. Some attempts have been made at this [7, 91. However, this is an area 
that should be examined further. 
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